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Weekly annotation 
pipeline run on all 
RNA-containing 3D 
structures in PDB:

1. Grouping structures 
based on Seq and 3D 
similarity

2. Annotation of RNA 
Interactions

3. Identification of 3D Motifs

rna.bgsu.edu Representative sets



… running since 2011

Now based on mmCIF files:

rna.bgsu.edu Representative sets

IFE = Integrated 
Functional 
Element: All RNA 
chains that form 2D 
structure together

Ex: Eukaryal LSU 
rRNA: 28S+5.8S 



Equivalence classes - same molecule, same organism

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



Filter by organism; SSU’s separate from LSU’s

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



The representative for each equivalence class (EC) is chosen, starting with 
Release 3.0, as the Integrated Functional Element (IFE) with the optimal 
composite quality score (CQS). The CQS is the weighted sum of six components; 
five are defined at the IFE level, and one (Fraction Unobserved) is a property of 
the EC.  The weights were developed to select the structure with the best 
experimental evidence for its reported coordinates as the EC representative.

CQS = ( Resolution * 1.0 ) + ( Percent Clash * 0.6 ) + ( Average RSR * 8.0 ) + 
( (1 - Average RSCC ) * 8.0 )  + ( Rfree * 18.0 ) + ( Fraction Unobserved * 4.0 )
[Percent Clash is the percentage of nucleotides having steric clashes; Fraction 

Unobserved is the fraction of nucleotides in the molecule which are not observed 
in the structure, compared to the longest experimental sequence in the EC.]                  

Composite Quality Score (CQS)



Popover shows structure quality details

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



Representative set - take one IFE from each class

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



Resolution threshold

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



Manual or programmatic download

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/release/3.21



Annotations of all 3D structures

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/pdb



New structure 6D12

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/pdb/6D12



New structure 6D12, circular basepair diagram, RSR

Double helix with 
one non-WC 
basepair (green)

Selected 
nucleotides 
shown in 3D 
window, colored 
by Real Space R 
(RSR) to indicate 
structure quality

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/pdb/6D12



RSR/Z Viewer
We have added a new 
feature to the 3D Viewer in 
the BGSU RNA pages that 
allows users to color 
residues by RSR and RSRZ 
values.

The list shows all basepairs 
in structure 1Y26.

Each basepair can be 
visualized, colored by RSR 
value.

Basepair classification limits 
updated in 2017.

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/pdb/1Y26



RNA 3D Motif Atlas
and RSRZ coloring

Superposed instances of a hairpin 
loop motif group, colored by RSRZ, 
using the colorbar shown below the 
coordinates.

Where?  rna.bgsu.edu Motif Atlas, Hairpin 



Real Space R (RSR) & RSRZ Server 

To support the visualizations, we have built a coordinate server, which returns 3D 
coordinates of specified residues in PDB format, and an RSR/Z server, which 
returns RSR and RSRZ values of specified residues.

RSR example, specifying two nucleotides by their Unit ID

http://rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/rest/getRSR?quality=1FJG|1|A|A|16,1FJG|1|A|C|18   

RSRZ example, specifying a hairpin loop by its Loop ID

http://rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/rest/getRSRZ?quality=HL_1FJG_001

http://rnatest.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/rest/getRSRZ?quality=1FJG%7C1%7CA%7CA%7C16,1FJG%7C1%7CA%7CC%7C18
http://rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/rest/getRSRZ?quality=HL_1FJG_001


Applications of the RSR/Z Viewer
Coloring residues by RSR/RSRZ helps users identify interactions or parts of a motif that are not 
structurally ‘reliable’ or problematic. These are usually regions in a structure that are flexible or involved in 
local motion.  This allows us to determine post-annotation steps that are required to ensure only 
interactions/motifs that have high structural confidence data are stored in our database.

Some instances in 
the GNRA motif 
group have high 
average RSR/Z 
values, and so  
might need to be 
filtered out in future 
releases of the 
Motif Atlas 
(HL_2OIU_001, 
HL_2OIU_004, 
HL_5F9F_003)



Representative Sets Generation
We present weekly releases (starting from 2011) of RNA structures grouped into 
sequence/structure equivalence classes on the BGSU RNA Site.

http://rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/

Each class includes a representative structure, originally selected as the structure 
with the most annotated base pairs per nucleotide.  Starting with Release 3.0 
(structures released through 15 December 2017), all representatives for 
equivalence classes were selected using Composite Quality Scoring (CQS).  We 
are steadily building the missing releases at the rate of 2-3 per week; the current 
release is 3.21, structures released through 11 May 2018.

http://rna.bgsu.edu/rna3dhub/nrlist/

